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Welcome

to the Farmers Market Manager
Frequently Asked Questions

> This is a starting place for FXUUHQWand prospective farmers market
managers and organizers looking to develop, expand, and improve
their organizations.
This resource is made possible thanks to the contributions many market leaders have made to
the Farmers Market Resource Library, discussions among peers on the FMC Listserv, and
the expertise of the FMC Education Committee. Support for these Frequently Asked Questions is
the result of a partnership between the Farmers Market Coalition and the Wallace Center at
Winrock International, with funding from USDA’s Risk Management Agency.
The FAQs are broken into seven categories: Market Fundamentals; Market Policies; Market
Staff; Insurance, Liability and Regulation; Market Growth, Outreach and Evaluation; Extending
the Market Season; and Increasing Market Access. You can use the Table of Contents to select a
link to a specific category orquestion, or simply browse through. Additional resources are available
online at farmersmarketcoalition.org/managerFAQs.
Throughout these pages, you will find lots of links to specific resources from the FMC Resource
Library. You can help us improve the content of the library, and the FAQs, by rating or commenting on these entries.
Please use the Contact Form to suggest additional questions and answers, as well as to clarify or
add detail to an existing question or notify us of broken links. Updates will be made to the FAQ
periodically based on this input.
To share resources with your peers by adding a new resource to the FMC Resource Library,
please use the Submit Form.
And finally, special thanks to Kathleen Stewart for all of her hard work in researching and
preparing this resource.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Category:
Market Policies

Category
Catego
ry Description: Farmers markets
market are growing in popularity at least in part because
consumers value authenticity, freshness, quality, and the opportunity to learn from local
farmers. Ensuring the long-term credibility of your market requires clear policies that are in
keeping with the mission of your market organization and that are openly communicated to
vendors and the community at-large.

What does ‘producer-only’ mean? Does our market need to
be ‘producer-only’?
‘Producer-only’ means that vendors at the market sell only what they themselves produce—
resale of items purchased elsewhere is prohibited or is severely limited. This policy keeps
vendors from selling wholesale products or products from other farms and ensures the integrity
of a market and its vendors. Vendors who resell produce (versus producing it themselves) can
unfairly affect prices and competition in the market. Some ‘producer-only’ markets also allow
vendors to carry a limited amount of product from local farmers who are not attending the
market with permission from market management. This allows market managers to ensure that
a wide range of products are in market every week and also helps vendors who may only have
one product during different parts of the season remain in the market.
There are a number of ways that ‘producer-only’ markets handle craft or value added vendors.
Many markets require that the vendors produce the bulk of the materials/ingredients themselves, with exceptions for products that are essential but are not produced locally. Other producer only markets may only require that the vendors produce the final product themselves and
are not concerned with where the ingredients came from.
Your market does not have to be producer-only; in fact, there are many farmers markets that are
not. The degree to which a market establishes strict producer-only regulations is a decision that
each market needs to make for themselves and should be based on what is best for your vendors
and your community. Be aware that some states require markets to have producer-only rules or
sell only locally-grown produce in order to participate in Farmers Market Nutrition Programs
(FMNPs).
However, you decide to define ‘producer-only’ for your farmers market, make sure you have
policies in place that define specifically what is allowed at your market, and enforce this policy
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fairly and consistently. If you advertise that you are a ‘producer-only’ market, ensure that your
customers know what this means so that you don’t make promises that you are unable to keep.
Here are some resources to help you decide on a ‘producer-only’ policy for your market:
• “Defining and Defending a Producer-Only Market” in the Winter 2010 FMC Newsletter
• National Agricultural Law Center’s Farmers Market Rules, Regulations, and Opportunities
Additionally, you can browse for sample producer policies in the Rules and Vendor Applications
section of the Farmers Market Resource Library. If your market has developed a unique producer-only policy, upload it here.
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

What policies should we write for our market?
To an outside observer, one might think that farmers markets are naturally occurring events
that need little management to succeed. In fact, a market needs a clear set of rules and policies
to make sure operations run smoothly. Policies allow all parties involved, including vendors,
customers, and partnering organizations, to understand the expectations of the market as well
as their respective rights and responsibilities. Suzanne Santos, from Sustainable Food Center’s
Farmers Market in Austin, says you should write policies that “ensure the safety, integrity, and
well-being of the market and the market’s customers.” When writing policies for your market,
make sure they:
• Complement the mission or goals of your market
• Are clear and concise
• Are fair and equitable
• Are specific and defined
• Have mechanisms written in to enforce policies and resolve conflicts
• Define who is responsible for enforcement
• Are reviewed and revised on a regular basis to reflect changes and new situations
Here are some examples of things to include in your policies.
• A definition of terms used in your policies
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• A description of the market governance and market manager responsibilities
• Rules for general operations such as hours/days of market, parking policies, and health and
safety policies
• Policies for who can sell at the market and how you will approve vendors
• Guidelines for what products can be sold, the pricing of products, the use of equipment, the
presentation of displays, and the use of scales
• Vendor fees and space assignment polices
• How you will ensure and enforce compliance
• Rules that are unique to your market such as a waiting list policy or a requirement that all
vendors participate in Nutrition Assistance Programs
Before writing your policies, review what other markets have written. Here are just a few of the
examples available in the FMC Resource Library:
• FRESHFARM Market’s Rules, Procedures, and Product Guidelines
• Marin Farmers Market’s Rules and Regulations
• Omaha Farmers Market’s Vendor Rules and Regulations
For even more examples, look at the Rules and Vendor Applications section of the FMC
Resource Library.
Here are some other resources that will be helpful in writing policies for your market:
• The Developing and Enforcing Effective Farmers Market Rules Section of Farmers’ Market
Federation of New York’s Farmers Market Manager Training Manual
• The Farmers’ Market Rules Checklist in the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural
Resource’s How to Organize and Run a Successful Farmers’ Market
• National Agricultural Law Center’s Farmers Market Rules, Regulations, and Opportunities
• Farmers’ Legal Action Group, Incorporated's Understanding Farmers’ Market Rules
• National Sustainable Agriculture Information Service (ATTRA) Market Rules that Work in the
Farmer’s Markets: Marketing and Business Guide
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource
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How do we enforce our policies?
The first step in enforcing market policies is to make sure that the rules are enforceable, meaning that they need to be clearly worded and specific. The second step is to make sure all parties
are aware of and understand the rules of the market. To do this, provide all of your vendors with
a copy of the rules along with their application and have them sign a statement on the application that shows they have read, understand, and will comply with the rules, creating a legally
binding contract between management and the vendor. Take a look at the Greenbelt Farmers
Market Application Packet as one example. Remember to be diplomatic in the way you communicate your policies, whether they pertain to your producers or to your shoppers. Vendors
should know that the rules are not the market manager’s power trip; they are designed to keep
them and their customers safe, as well as to uphold the integrity of the market in the long-term.
If there are policies pertaining to the general public (for example, that shoppers’ vehicles are
not permitted in the market) make sure that these are in writing and readily available for public
viewing.
The third step is to check that your vendors are complying with the policies of the market. Many
markets audit their vendors by inspecting them at the market and on their farms to verify that
they are in fact producing what they are selling and to verify any claims about production practices. By visiting your farmers, you also have the opportunity to understand how they produce
your food and the issues they face in doing so.
Here are some helpful resources for conducting farm inspections:
• Developing a Farm Inspection Program section of the Farmers’ Market Federation
of New York’s Farmers Market Manager Training Manual
• Greenmarket’s Inspection Program Guidelines
• Greenmarket’s Inspection Report Outline
• The City of Ann Arbor’s Vendor Inspection Report
The fourth step, and an extremely important one, is to be fair and consistent when enforcing
your policies. Once you allow one person to violate your policies, it will be very hard to enforce
that rule or any other rule, because it can set a precedent that you do not enforce rules. This
also creates an unfair advantage to certain vendors, potentially causing conflict and leading
to tension among your market community. Lastly, when penalizing a vendor for a violation
in policies, make sure the punishment is appropriate to the severity of the violation. In their
Farmers Markets: Marketing and Business Guide, the National Sustainable Agriculture
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Information Service (ATTRA) states, “Rules should provide a sliding scale of penalties based on
numbers and severity of violations.” Having clear policies that all parties understand that are
enforced in a fair and consistent way will set your market up for success and reduce conflict.
While establishing and enforcing policies helps to reduce conflict at your market, it does not
necessarily guarantee a conflict-free market. With that in mind, it is important to have measures
in place to manage conflicts that might occur with vendors and customers. Take a look at
Cooperative Development Institute’s PowerPoint, Tomato Wars: Conflict Management for
Farmers Markets for guidance and the Getting Them Into the Green Zone: Conflict Management for Market Managers section of the Farmers’ Market Federation of New York’s Farmers
Market Manager Training Manual.
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

Should we charge vendors a single base fee or a percentage-of-sales fee? Can we transition from one to the
other?
There is no universal method for determining how a market will charge fees for their vendors.
There are many different fee models, with the most popular including an annual base fee, a flat
fee per market day, or a percentage-of-sales fee. Many markets also have a combination fee
structure that includes two or more of the fee models. The fee structures can be based on a sliding scale or indexed to the size or type of vendor. There is a lot of flexibility in determining a fee
structure and many great examples of successful models.
Your fee structure can also help you define the type of vendors you want to attract—a lower fee
can attract small, part-time farmers and gardeners, while a higher fee can attract larger commercial farms. The fee structure you choose is important because vendor fees are a large part of
your market’s revenue and contributes to the size of your operating budget.
There are some advantages and disadvantages whether you choose an annual fee, a flat fee or
a percentage-of-sales fee. With an annual fee or flat fee in place, you will be able to more accurately estimate your annual revenues, while a percentage-of-sales fee allows you to benefit from
the success of your vendors.
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Charging a percentage-based fee can be an easy way to track vendor sales, to evaluate the
success of your market and your specific promotional strategies, and at the same time provide
an incentive to promote and expand the market. Some also favor a percentage model because it
does not disproportionately burden smaller-scale or beginning producers with lower sales.
Zachary Lyons, from Seattle Farmers Market Association says, “Stall fees based on a percentage
of sales is good for both the market and the vendor, because it means when the vendor does well,
so does the market, and vice versa. It is truly symbiotic. And the market has a clear sense of how
well the market is doing overall, and how well individual vendors are doing, so that the market
can adapt itself to be stronger.” There is the possibility that some vendors may not accurately
report their sales; a policy of random and periodic auditing, or incorporation of sales into
market seniority (and stall location) may help prevent under-reporting.
Take a look at the fee structures of other farmers markets in your region, as this might be the
best way to get vendors to sell at your market. No matter what fee structure you choose, your
revenues must be able to cover operating costs for the market and its programs. For many
markets, the revenue from vendor fees will have to be matched with a hearty fundraising
program to ensure the long-term sustainability of the market and its programs. The more you
are able to rely on other sources of income besides fundraising and grants, the more time you
will be able to invest in improving your market for the good of the market and its vendors.
Can we transition from one to another?
While it can be difficult, transitioning from one type of vendor fee to another is possible. The
Farmers’ Market Federation of New York says that farmers markets can start out with a lower
fee to attract vendors and increase their fee as they become successful and gain their vendors’
trust. If you are increasing fees or transitioning from an annual fee or base fee to a percentageof-sales fee, be transparent about it. Be sure your farmers understand the reasons for doing so,
welcome their input, and let them know what the additional fees will support, ultimately
improving their sales. It helps to have farmers on your board when making these decisions.
Some fee structures, like percentage-of-sales, traditionally generate higher revenues and a
more successful market organization. The higher a market’s revenues, the larger its operating
budget and the higher likelihood of paid management staff. A full-time paid market manager
can devote adequate time to promotion, outreach, and enforcement, which collectively bring
in more customers, increase sales, and keep the market consistently placed in the community
consciousness. If done correctly, at the right time, transitioning from one type of fee to another,
or simply increasing fees to raise operating revenues, can be a win-win for all.
Here are some helpful resources when making this decision for your market:
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Federation of New York’s Farmers Market
Manager Training Manual
• Massachusetts Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Markets’ How to Organize and Run a
Successful Farmers Market
• Marketumbrella.org’s Organizational Details: Funding
• Colorado State University Extension’s Planning and Developing a Farmers Market: Marketing,
Organizational and Regulatory Issues to Consider
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

How many vendors should we allow at the market, and how
should we select them?
The length of your vendor roster will depend on many factors, such as the amount of space at
the market site, the products currently being offered, customer demand, and the capacity of
your management team to manage a large market. Some markets set quotas for certain types of
vendors to ensure variety and diversity, while others limit the number of producers in a given
category, particularly non-farm vendors.
Your existing farmers might also be able to increase the amount or variety of products they bring
to market to meet growing demands. Suzanne Santos from Sustainable Food Center’s Farmers
Market in Austin says that the number of vendors should be determined by the capacity of what
the market can hold, so that the farmers are reaching their optimum sales based on the demand.
As the demand goes up, and you see that the farmers can’t meet all of it, then consider bringing
in more farmers. The Washington State Farmers Market Manual has a great discussion on supply and demand in the section titled, Finessing the Right Product Mix.
Monitoring producer sales levels is one way to track whether or not your supply is on pace with
the demand. If you introduce a new vendor for a product already available and you notice the
existing vendor’s sales decreasing dramatically and not recovering, you may want to reconsider
the number of vendors for this product you allow next year.
You should select your vendors based on the types of products that are in demand at your
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market, in keeping with the mission and the criteria of the market. You can conduct a product
inventory like the one discussed in the Vendor Recruitment section of The Farmers’ Market
Federation of New York’s Farmers Market Manager Training Manual to find out what products you are missing and limit selection of vendors to those that offer those products. Markets
can also set up selection criteria, a system of prioritization, and/or a seniority system to select
vendors as space becomes limited. Check out the Guidelines and Policies for the Neighborhood
Farmers Market Alliance in Appendix B of the Washington State Farmers Market Manual for an
example of a prioritization system.
No matter how many vendors your market decides to allow or how your market decides to
choose them, make sure you are consistent in doing so and that this is clearly spelled out in your
market policies to guarantee fairness and avoid conflict.
More Resources for Balancing Supply and Demand and Selecting Vendors:
• Marketumbrella.org’s Market Preparation: Recruiting Vendors
• Oregon State University Extension Service’s When Things Don’t Work: Some Insights Into
Why Farmers Markets Close
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

Should we allow artisan vendors at the market? What rules
should apply to artisan vendors?
As the key term in farmers markets is FARMER, many markets choose not to accept or strictly
limit the number of artisan vendors at the market so as not to distract from the true essence of
the market and limit opportunity for local farmers to participate. At the same time, artisan
vendors can provide depth to the market, attract customers who are looking for artisan-made
goods, and provide an outlet for and support for local artisans. Your answer to this question
might just depend on what is already available in your community. If your community already
has many outlets for local artisans to sell their products, then there might not be a felt community need for you to add artisans to your market, leaving all spots open for your farmers.
Here is what Alfonso Morales, PhD, Assistant Professor of Urban and Regional Planning at the
University of Wisconsin and from the Openair Market Network has to say about including artisan
vendors at farmers markets:
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“This might involve what goals the market has and if it has partners in government
with other goals as well. For instance, partnership in local government might mean
trying to expand economic development or make a place more attractive. Under those
conditions you might want to expand vendors, even if seasonally or temporarily. More
activity usually means more foot traffic - a market could even invite other organizations to come in and sell on a rotating basis, like a church crafts group selling baskets to support Haitian relief. That’s something you can experiment with, get input
from folks, and experiment some more. As to how, choices include lottery, rotating
by product or geographic representation.”
Ultimately, if your market decides to allow artisan vendors, the rules you apply to them will be
influenced by factors specific to your community and the mission and goals of your market. Be
sure to give your customers and farmers a voice in the decision-making process, include your
decision in your vendor rules, and be consistent and transparent in your communication and
enforcement of your decision.
Here are some suggestions on how to involve artisan vendors without abandoning the FARMER
in farmers markets:
• Limit the number of artisan vendors you allow to a determined percentage of the total number
of vendors or a number of stalls
• Find farmers who also make and sell crafts that they can bring to market
• Rotate different artisans in each week to a given number of stalls to bring a diversity of artisan
products to market without taking up stall space
• Allow artisan vendors at specific times in the market season such as holidays or winter
• Use artisan vendors as substitutes when a regular vendor has a cancellation
In terms of rules, you will want to develop rules about the types of products artisans can sell,
whether they have to be made from items produced by the artisans themselves or other local
producers and rules about the number of artisan vendors you will allow and how you will select
them. Maddie Ovenell of Lake Oswego Farmers’ Market suggests requiring artisan vendors to
do demonstrations at the farmers market, adding a level of entertainment and education to
your market.
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For more information, check out the article, Crafts or No Crafts: One Market’s Approach to
Balancing Diversity and Integrity in the Farmers Market Coalition’s newsletter. You can
also look at Fayetteville Farmers Market’s Artisan Vendor Application and Rules or Marin
Agricultural Institute’s requirements for artisan vendors in their Rules and Regulations.
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

Should we allow prepared food vendors at the market?
What rules should apply to prepared foods?
For many markets, the primary goal is to support locally-produced food and the farmers who
grow it in your region. Prepared food vendors (not to be mistaken with value-added agricultural
producers) typically cook and/or sell foods at the market. When you consider whether to allow
prepared food vendors in your market, you should first ask ‘What is the impact of prepared
food vendors on the sales of local farmers at the market?’ By adding prepared food vendors,
would foot traffic sufficiently increase to provide a boost in sales for the local farm producers?
Or would these vendors simply crowd out local producers, detract from the authenticity of the
market, and induce people to spend their market dollars on prepared food (like freshly fried
doughnuts) rather than on fresh produce? How do your farmers feel about it?
The answer is probably somewhere in the middle, depending on the customer base, location,
and hours of operation of your market. A struggling market open midday near a business district might find its sales woes alleviated by the addition of lunch food vendors, while a bustling,
successful weekend morning market without any seating might find that prepared food vendors
detract more than they add. Some farmers markets have found great success with allowing
prepared food vendors. Zachary Lyons, from Seattle Farmers Market Association says that,
“Prepared food vendors add color and value to our markets, allowing customers to linger,
adding smells of food to the air, and offering our vendors a source for a snack during the
course of a long market day.”
You may also run into the concern that prepared food vendors could detract from other local
food businesses outside the market that you want to support, and that you want to be supportive
of your market. If this is the case, you can invite selected neighboring businesses to sell at the
market. A great example of this is marketumbrella.org’s Green Plate Special at their Tuesday
and Thursday markets, where they invite different local restaurants to occupy a market spot for
one month to prepare a meal for market customers at or below $10 a plate. This highlights local
restaurants and attracts those hungry customers to your market.
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It may take some trial and error to decide how many prepared food vendors at your market
would best serve your market’s existing vendors and the local community.
What rules should apply to prepared food?
Just as you would develop rules that apply to artisan vendors, you will want to establish rules
that determine the number of prepared food vendors you will allow and how you will select and
designate priority. You will likely also want to spell out the types of products that are allowed
and where your prepared vendors should source their ingredients. Some markets limit prepared
foods to vendors that produce their own ingredients or use products from local farmers. Again,
this will be a decision you make based on the mission, goals, and characteristics of your individual market and community. Remember, if ‘local’ is part of your market’s branding, strict rules
about the origin of the ingredients can help reinforce your niche in the community.
Your rules should ensure that prepared food vendors comply with all regulations specific to
the types of products they prepare and sell by requiring that your vendors have all necessary
up-to-date licenses. These regulations and the required licenses will vary by state and even local
government. Make sure that you find out from your local health and agriculture department
about any necessary licenses that your vendors need and ensure that vendors of prepared foods
supply you with documentation of these. Prepared food vendors, just like other vendors, should
carry product liability insurance to protect them (and limit the liability of the market) if a
customer gets sick from their product. Take a look at the Market Management FAQ, What
types of insurance should our market’s vendors have, and how do we check this? for more
information.
As with all your rules, make sure rules regarding prepared food vendors are clear, equitable,
and consistently enforced and determined with the overall mission of the market in mind.
Some resources to check out:
• Marketumbrella.org’s Market Preparation: Devising and Managing Events
• The Getting Down to Business Section of Washington State University Extension’s Washington
State Farmers Market Manual
• An example of Food Vendor Rules from Fayetteville Farmers Market.
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource
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Should we allow pets at market?
Allowing your customers to bring pets to the market can further increase the community feel of
your market. Customers enjoy spending time with their pets and what better way than at a market
where they can stroll and socialize with friends. However, some markets, especially very crowded
ones, have run into problems with pets. Some potential problems include:
• Taking food from vendor tables
• Using the bathroom in walkways
• Damaging market property
• Harming other pets or customers
• Dissuading customers who do not share the same love for pets from coming to the market
Whatever stance you take on pets, be sure that the safety of your market vendors and customers
is a priority and put policies in place that ensure this. Communicate your decision effectively so
your pet-loving customers do not feel shunned from your market.
If you do decide to allow pets at your market, take a look at the Morgantown Farmers Market’s
Pooch Policy for some ideas to consider. If you have found that your market cannot allow pets,
here is an example of the Portland Farmers Market’s Pet Policy Key Messages that you can use
for guidance when communicating your decision with your customers.
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource

Should we allow CSA pickup at the market?
As hubs in local food systems, the integration of CSAs into farmers markets can be a good thing.
Customers picking up their CSA boxes often pick up other items at the market during their visits,
and using your market as a CSA pickup point establishes it as a friendly local food hub. You
may want to limit CSA pickup to farms that are already vendors at the market so your existing
vendors do not lose sales. To avoid customer confusion and disappointment, pre-paid produce
should not be out on the table as though it’s available for sale, but clearly labeled and stored. CSA
producers should have adequate quantities such that normal farmers market sales can take place.
Also, some markets that charge vendor fees based on a percentage-of-sales require that the value
of the CSA shares that are picked up at the market are included in their total sales; therefore,
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the farmers market organization itself benefits from CSA pickups as well. Overall, allowing CSA
pickups can be a great addition to your market and can have lasting community impacts.
Take a look at what a farmer, Richard Roth, from cChaos.org says about allowing CSAs at
farmers markets:
“For a couple years, I ran a CSA with pickups at the farmers market. Subscribers
picked up the produce I brought and finished the weekly food shopping after they
found out what they were getting that week from my farm. Farmers markets have
a miniscule portion of the food shopping business. The more programs that make
locally grown foods available to local families, senior living centers, day care
centers, etc - the healthier the community becomes both physically, economically,
and socially. The money stays local. The local food system becomes more self
sustaining.”
Help us improve our FAQs: Send us a comment or suggestion | Submit a Resource
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Wallace Center at Winrock International
2121 Crystal Drive, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22202
wallacecenter.org | wallacecenter@winrock.org
winrock.org | information@winrock.org

The Wallace Center supports entrepreneurs and communities as they build a new,
21st century food system that is healthier for people, the environment, and the economy.
The Center builds and strengthens links in the emerging chain of businesses and
civic efforts focused on making good food—healthy, green, fair,
affordable food—an everyday reality in every community.
Winrock International is a nonprofit organization that works with people in
the United States and around the world to empower the disadvantaged,
increase economic opportunity, and sustain natural resources.

Farmers Market Coalition
P.O. Box 331
Cockeysville, MD 21030
farmersmarketcoalition.org | info@farmersmarketcoalition.org

The Farmers Market Coalition (FMC) is a national 501(c)(3) organization
devoted to strengthening farmers markets through education, networking, and advocacy.
FMC members include farmers, farmers markets, regional and state farmers market
organizations and agencies, and individuals and businesses supporting farmers markets.

